**CREATIVE/MEDIA**

**CREATIVE DESIGN** – Interview a creative director at an advertising agency, meet a graphic designer, and follow the creation of graphics from a pen-and-ink drawing to the finished product.

**ENTERTAINMENT** – Breaking into the entertainment industry takes passion and drive. Get advice from professionals who are “making it in the biz.”

**NEWSPAPER EDITORS** – Meet a breaking news editor who discusses how he oversees delivering news immediately to his paper’s website. Also, visit with the visuals editor and the editor-in-chief.

**THE NEWSPAPER** – Learn about the different careers available in the newspaper industry from several key individuals within a large newspaper operation.

**WRITERS** – Learn from the experiences of a freelance writer, a sports reporter, and a newspaper columnist about the best ways to break into the writing field.

**EDUCATION**

**COLLEGE PREP** – Visit with some people who help students prepare for college.

**REAL LIFE 101 GOES TO COLLEGE, PART 1** – Consult with a student ambassador and visit a dorm room to see what life is like living away from home.

**REAL LIFE 101 GOES TO COLLEGE, PART 2** – Visit with a student athlete who is swimming her way through her four years at the University of Florida and take a glimpse into “Greek life” at college.

**TEACHERS** – Visit an award-winning middle school teacher who discusses what it takes to inspire his students. Learn how a college professor pushes students to succeed. Glimpse into the world of pediatric speech and language pathology, too.

**VOCATIONAL TRAINING** – Meet a career planner, a certified image consultant, and a professional development coach.

**LEGAL**

**LAW ENFORCEMENT** – In today’s world, protection for citizens is very important. Visit with different people working in law enforcement to see what these jobs entail.

**THE LAW FIRM** – Meet some of the determined professionals who work in a law firm.

**LAW—SPECIAL SERVICES** – A man who works for the FBI, a customs agent, and members of a crime scene lab are interviewed.

**MEDICAL**

**NURSING** – One profession always in need of dedicated people is nursing. Put on the scrubs and step inside an operating room to speak with a surgical nurse about her job.

**SURGERY** – Go to the office of a surgical oncologist to overview her specialty and how she helps save the lives of others. Travel right into the operating room as a dermatologist performs surgery on one of her patients. Then, learn about what a vascular surgeon does.

**PEDIATRIC MEDICINE** – Make the rounds with medical personnel who work specifically with children.

**PHYSICAL THERAPY** – A massage therapist, a physical therapist, and a pediatric physical therapist relate how they help patients with different disabilities and injuries develop and heal.

**MEDICAL SPECIALISTS** – Learn what it takes to become a medical specialist and why it’s even harder than becoming a doctor!

**MISC.**

**AVIATION** – Learn about the director of public affairs for a major U.S. airport, overview the cockpit of an airplane and what it takes to become a commercial airline pilot, and review the job of a helicopter pilot for a local sheriff’s department.

**BANKING & FINANCE** – Hear about all of the different jobs in finance from the CFO at a bank, a financial planner, and a mortgage banker who helps people move into the homes of their dreams.

**SOCIAL WORKER** – Meet a social worker, a victims advocate from one domestic violence-prevention organization, and an outreach minister who provides young men with a second chance at life.

**THE ZOO** – Visit Gatorland and meet a zookeeper, a habitat designer who creates homes for the animals, and an animal ambassador who brings zoo creatures out into the community.

**SKILLED TRADES**

**CARS** – Car dealers, mechanics, and auto body specialists discuss how to start a career in the automotive industry.

**COMPUTERS** – Visit an information technology specialist, a programmer, and a software developer to learn all about what this emerging field has to offer.

**CONSTRUCTION** – Interview an architect who creates designs for buildings, a professional land surveyor, an electrician, a construction manager, and an architectural engineer.

**CULINARY** – Find out what goes on at a culinary school and how future cooks and chefs are trained to run busy gourmet kitchens.

**FREE-LOAN**

**OVER 4,000 ACCESSIBLE VIDEOS AVAILABLE FOR FREE-LOAN**

**Help the DCMP help you:**

- Download free accessible videos from dcmp.org
- Watch inspiring TV shows on twitter.com/dcmp_tweets
- Support the DCMP by liking us on facebook.com/thedcmp
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